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Team members
Head Of Project Team

- Hussein Yahia [ Research Associate (CR) INRIA, HdR ]

Research Scientists

- Khalid Daoudi [ Research Associate (CR) INRIA ]
- Nicolas Brodu [ Research Associate (CR) INRIA ]

Starting Research Position

- Guillaume Attuel

Software Engineers

- Marie Martin [ Confirmed Engineer INRIA, I2S contract, FEDER, Région Aquitaine ]
- Chiheb Sakka [ Confirmed Engineer INRIA, I2S contract, FEDER, Région Aquitaine ]

Post-Doctoral Fellow

- Augusto Zebadua [ I2S contract, FEDER, Région Aquitaine ]

PhD Students

- Arash Rashidi [ CIFRE I2S-INRIA ]
- Biswajit Das [ ANR Voice4PD-MSA ]
- Gopal Singh [ OPTIC Associated team ]
- Anass El Aouni [ PhD cosupervised GEOSTAT and Rabat University (cosupervisors: H. Yahia and D. Aboutajdine) ]

Internships

Administrative assistant

- Sabrina Blondel-Duthil

External collaborators
Research Scientists

- Alain Arnéodo [ LOMA, Research Director (Emerotus) (DR) CNRS]
- Françoise Argoul [ LOMA, CNRS, Research Director (DR) CNRS, HdR ]
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- **Sylvain Bontemps** [ LAB, CNRS, Research Director (DR) CNRS, HdR ]
- **Nicola Schneider** [ Physikalisches Institut, University of Cologne ]
- **Véronique Garçon** [ SYSCO2 Team CNRS , Team leader, Research Director (DR) CNRS, HdR ]
- **Antonio Turiel** [ ICM-CSIC Barcelona, Research Associate ]
- **Annick Lesne** [ IHES, Research Director (DR) CNRS, HdR ]
- **Driss Aboutajdine** [ Professor, Rabat University, Member of IRD Scientific Council, director of CNRST ]
- **Régine Obrecht** [ IRIT, Team leader, Faculty Member, HdR, Vice President of University Toulouse 3 ]
- **Joel Sudre** [ CNRS/LEGOS, SYSCo2 team ]

**Associated team OPTIC with IIT Roorkee (India)**

**Research Scientist**

- **Dharmendra Singh** [ Professor, IIT Roorkee, India, Department of Electronics and Communication Engineering ]

**Past members**

- **Hicham Badri** [ Direction of Research (DR) CORDI-S grant, PhD cosupervised GEOSTAT and Rabat University (cosupervisors: H. Yahia and D. Aboutajdine) ]

- **Etienne Chanaron** [ From February 2015, funded by LECTRA Company ]
- **Binbin Xu** [ IHU and Conseil Région Aquitaine ]
- **Oriol Pont** [ INRIA Starting Research Grant ]
- **Qinqin Long** [ internship in 2009, 6 months ]
- **Joshua Winebarger** [ internship in 2011 ]
- **Harish Kumar** [ From October 2010 to September 2011, Ministry of Research subvention Grant ]
- **Denis Arrivault** [ Confirmed Engineer INRIA ]
- **Vahid Khanagha** [ CORDI-S Grant ]
- **Suman Kumar Maji** [ Starting end 2010, funded by Conseil Région Aquitaine and CORDI-S ]

- **Nicolas Vinuesa** [ From November 2012 ]
- **Safa Mrad** [ From April 2013 ]
- **Blaise Bertrac** [ From May 2013 ]
- **Ashwini Jaya Kumar** [ From February 2014, funded by INRIA DRI ]
- **Ayoub Tamim** [ Grant, Rabat University ]
- **Reda Jourani** [ IMAGEEN Grant, IRIT, PhD supervised by K. Daoudi, PhD defended in 2012 ]
- **M. Al Mashrgy** [ Concordia University, CRSNG Canadian Programme on Profilage for Cybersecurity ]